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Method
The WAVE (Web Accessibility Evaluation Tool) Chrome plugin was used 
to review all pages in the CADRE website and the CADRE Gateway to 
identify any accessibility issues. Then, screenshots of the existing 
version of each page were taken and uploaded into Zeplin. The 
suggested accessibility-related UI/UX changes and errors and/or alerts 
that the WAVE plugin reported were made in Zeplin through the 
"Comments" function and pushed to the web developer to be 
implemented on the website.

All changes were implemented and rolled out to the end-user version of 
CADRE on Oct. 21, 2020, in CADRE’s beta launch.
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The High–level accessibility 
review by 
Deque conducted High-level Accessibility Review of CADRE and shared 
its report with the Big Ten Academic Alliance (BTAA). Deque’s report 
pointed out several accessibility issues on the CADRE website and 
Gateway, including color contrast, missing programmatic association, 
and name-role value problems where elements are not semantically 
identified as interactive elements.

Deque’s review also listed  other less prominent accessibility issues  
following the corresponding WCAG 2/2.1 AA/AAA Success Criteria.

Many of the accessibility issues listed in the Deque report are not directly 
visible, such as semantics issues, missing/blank/incomprehensive alt 
text, controls/interactive elements that are not keyboard-focusable, etc. 
Through collaboration with CADRE's lead developer, most of these issues 
are fixed, and changes have been rolled out in the beta launch.

Future Improvements
It is necessary to take into consideration that CADRE is currently only in 
its beta phase and will continue to go through a lot more major changes 
both functionally and interaction-wise. In CADRE's current stage, identified  
accessibility issues we plan to improve in the future include users being 
timed out of the Gateway without warning and structural enhancements 
for screen readers.

After the beta launch CADRE will only have one active and open instance 
(previously there was a stable public version and a less stable 
development-only version). Future changes will be available directly to all 
users.
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CADRE Website Information
Architecture: Before & After
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CADRE WEBSITE
Homepage
https://cadre.iu.edu/

UX Copywriting.

Changed from 
Get Started to 
Log In to ensure 
consistency and 
adopt common 
UX patterns in 
web design.

         on 

Updated from 
#7285a3 to 
#4D5575, new 
contrast ratio: 
7.07:1, WCAG 2.1 
AAA compliant.

General 
accessibility.

Enlarged font size 
from 1.25rem to 
1.5 rem.

Contrast. 

The light blue 
Learn More does 
not provide 
sufficient 
contrast against 
the background 
illustration.

Additional copy-
writing changes 
were also made.

Contrast.

See also
the next page.
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Contrast issue; 
visual aesthetics.

All underlined 
text removed.

Font color of all 
links in footer 
changed to 
#1451B3.
Font size of top-
level links 
updated to 
1.2em from 1em.

Updated/ad-
ded/removed 
links in the 
footer as 
needed.
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CADRE WEBSITE
About CADRE
https://cadre.iu.edu/about-cadre

Structure & general 
accessibility.

Ensured the page 
title is <h1> for 
easy Assistive 
Technology 
navigation.

Contrast.

Text color for all 
breadcrumb links is 
updated to #1451B3 
from #7285A3. New 
contrast ratio 7.16:1, 
WCAG 2.1 AAA 
compliant.

General 
accessibility.

Image missing alt 
text. Added “CADRE 
project logo” as alt 
text.

Contrast; readability.

Text color for all text 
links updated to 
#1451B3 from 
#007BFF, including 
all in-paragraph 
links. New contrast 
ratio 7.34:1, WCAG 
2.1 AAA compliant.

Content font size 
updated to 1.1em.

Structure; general 
accessibility.

Removed bullets 
before each section 
title; made all 
section titles <h3> 
for better page 
structure.

See also other              
on this page.
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Structure & general 
accessibility.

See also other       
on this and the next 
page.

Made all section 
titles <h3> with 
text color 
#4D5575, proving 
contrast ratio of 
7.07:1 against the 
background 
(#FAFBFF) which is 
WCAG AAA 2.1 
compliant.

Readability; visual 
aesthetics.

New layout 
improved 
readability, made 
the page layout 
more efficient. 

The following pages are not included in this report because they does not involve any major 
page-specific accessibility change and/or updates.

Getting Started (https://cadre.iu.edu/about-cadre/get-started)

Available Datasets (this page has been deprecated; useful content has been merged into other 
proper pages)

CADRE WEBSITE
About CADRE > The Team
https://cadre.iu.edu/about-cadre/the-team
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Structure & general 
accessibility.

Made all names 
<h5>. Contrast 
ratio: 14.91:1 
(#212529 against 
#FAFBFF), WCAG 
AAA 2.1 compliant.

Since there are 
many names on 
this page, they are 
not all marked 
indiviudally.

The following pages are not included in this report because they does not involve any major 
page-specific accessibility change and/or update.

Work With Us (https://cadre.iu.edu/work-with-us)
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CADRE WEBSITE
Work With Us > RCSC Program
https://cadre.iu.edu/work-with-us/rcsc-program

Structure & general 
accessibility.

See other          in 
this page.

Made section titles 
<h4> instead of 
<h5> to optimize 
the overall page 
hierarchy. 
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Structure & general 
accessibility.

See other          in 
the previous page.

Made titles of 
researchers <h5> 
with the additional 
use of <strong> 
over names of the 
researchers 
(institutional 
information of each 
researcher is 
regular <h5>).

Additionally, 
dividers are added 
between each 
research.
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CADRE WEBSITE
Work With Us > CADRE Fellowship
https://cadre.iu.edu/work-with-us/cadre-fellowship

Structure.

Removed this 
secondary 
navigation since 
links to these three 
pages can be found 
in the footer.

Structure & general 
accessibility.

Made the section 
title <h4> instead 
of <h5> as an 
optimization to the 
overall page 
hierarchy. 

Structure & general 
accessibility.

Made titles of 
fellowship teams 
<h5>, and removed 
numeric orders. 

See also other            
on the next page.
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CADRE WEBSITE
News & Events
https://cadre.iu.edu/news-and-events

General 
accessibility. 

Previously, these 
section titles were 
clickable and 
looked like 
buttons. They are 
now all 
plain-text <h3> in 
#4D5575, 
contrast ratio 
7.07:1, WCAG 2.1 
AAA compliant.

See also other          
in this page.

Contrast.

Updated text link 
color to #1451B3, 
contrast ratio 
7.07:1, WCAG 2.1 
AAA compliant.

See also other          
in this page.

Contrast.

Changed title text 
color from 
#677FBD to 
#5B72B7, 
providing a 
contrast ratio of 
4.63:1, WCAG 2.1 
AA compliant. 

See also other            
in this page.

Contrast.

Changed text color 
from #838896 to 
#525860, 
providing a 
contrast ratio of 
7.18:1, WCAG 2.1 
AAA compliant. 

See also other            
in this page.

Contrast.

Changed button color 
from #5B72B7 to 
#1451B3, providing a 
contrast ratio of 7.34:1, 
WCAG 2.1 AAA 
compliant. 

See also other         on 
this page.
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CADRE WEBSITE
News & Events > News
https://cadre.iu.edu/news-and-events/news

General 
accessibility and 
contrast. 

Made this text an 
<h4>, meaning 
larger font size and 
more Assistive 
Technology 
friendly; changed 
color from 
#646C81 to 
#212529, providing 
stronger contrast.

Readability; visual 
aesthetics; 
consistency.

Enlarged font size 
of all card titles (i.e. 
news titles) from 
1em to 1.25em.
Normalized the 
format of data and 
source for each 
news entry.

Removed 
underline for all 
titles since text 
color difference is 
already sufficient 
in identifying titles 
as links.

Added space 
between the title, 
the preview 
paragraph, and the 
Read More link.
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CADRE WEBSITE
News & Events > Events
https://cadre.iu.edu/news-and-events/events

General 
accessibility and 
contrast. 

Made this text an 
<h4>, meaning 
larger font size and 
more Assistive 
Technology 
friendly; changed 
color from 
#646C81 to 
#1451B3, providing 
stronger contrast.

General 
accessibility.

For all event titles, 
changed text color 
to #1451B3 for 
better contrast.

For all Event Dates, 
enlarged font size 
to 1.1em, and 
changed text color 
to #1451B3 for 
better contrast. 

For all Event 
Preview text, 
changed text color 
to #212529 for 
better contrast.

Changed See 
Details button 
background color 
to #1451B3.
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CADRE WEBSITE
News & Events > Blog
https://cadre.iu.edu/news-and-events/blog

General 
accessibility and 
contrast. 

Made this text an 
<h4>, meaning 
larger font size and 
more Assistive 
Technology 
friendly; changed 
color from 
#646C81 to 
#212529, providing 
stronger contrast.

Readability; visual 
aesthetics; 
consistency.

For all event titles, 
changed text color 
to #1451B3 for 
better contrast; 
removed underline; 
enlarged font size 
to 1.25em.

Added space 
between blog post 
title and date. 

For all Read More... 
text links, changed 
text color to 
#1451B3.
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CADRE WEBSITE
Contact Us
https://cadre.iu.edu/contact-us

Semantics. 

Added correct ARIA 
labels for the 
feedback form.

Contrast. 

For all text links, 
changed text color 
to #1451B3 for 
better contrast.

UX copywriting. 

Changed button 
label to Submit to 
make label shorter, 
clearer, and 
cognitively easier.
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CADRE WEBSITE
Resources
https://cadre.iu.edu/resources Structure.

Made section titles 
<h3> instead of 
<h4>.

See also other       
on this page.

Structure; 
readability; visual 
aesthetics.

Made all video titles 
<h4> instead of 
unordered list 
items.

Additionally, added 
top and bottom 
margin to all video 
titles so the page 
looks more 
spacially arranged.

Applies to all items 
marked         on this 
page.
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CADRE WEBSITE
Resources > Documentation
https://cadre.iu.edu/resources/documentation

Structure.

Made section titles 
<h4> instead of 
<h5>; added space 
below section titles.

See also other       
on this page.
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CADRE WEBSITE
Resources > CADRE Data Access Policy
https://cadre.iu.edu/resources/data-access-policy Structure.

Made section titles 
<h3> instead of 
<h4>.

See also other       
on this page and 
the next page.

Visual aesthetics; 
readability.

For all text links in 
the navigation box, 
removed text 
underlines.
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The CADRE Outreach page is included in the Resources section (on the next page), but in the 
updated website, it has been moved to the News & Events section; new URL to the page is:

https://cadre.iu.edu/news-and-events/outreach
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CADRE WEBSITE
Resources > CADRE Outreach
new URL: https://cadre.iu.edu/news-and-events/outreach

UX Copywriting.

Changed the 
copywriting to “A 
full bibiliogrpahy of 
CADRE's outreach 
acitivites since the 
beginning of its 
grant.” to make the 
page more 
understandable.

Visual aesthetics; 
readability.

Added 1em space 
between each listed 
items.
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CADRE GATEWAY
Dashboard
https://cadre.iu.edu/gateway/

Contrast.

Adjusted the button 
color universally 
from #017BFF to 
#1451B3, providing 
a 7.35:1 contrast 
ratio against the 
#FFFFFF card 
background and 
button label texts; 
WCAG 2.1 AAA 
compliant.

Applies to all items 
marked with         on 
this page.

Visual aesthetics.

For all <h2>s in 
Gateway, added 
spaces above and 
below the text, 
giving all page 
titles more space.

Visual aesthetics.

For all <h3> in 
Gateway, changed 
text alignment to 
left-aligned, 
enlarged font size 
to 1.75em, made 
line height larger, 
added surrounding 
space.

Contrast.

Adjusted opacity of this button to 100% which means 
this button is fully visible. Additionally, the 

Gateway-universal button background color change 
also applies to this button. 
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CADRE GATEWAY
Query Builder > Choose Dataset
https://cadre.iu.edu/gateway/query-builder/choose-data-set

Contrast.

The lighter end of 
the background 
gradient provides 
poor contrast 
against the white 
page title. The 
gradient was 
changed from
#3E81EA - 
#92D3E7 to  
#003385 - 
#2670E8; both 
ends of the new 
gradient provide 
contrast ratios 
greater than 4.90:1, 
WCAG 2.1 AAA 
compliant (for 
large text only).

This change applies 
to all pages of  the 
Query Builder.

Visual aesthetics.

Universal <h3> 
style change also 
applies to this.

Visual aesthetics.

Made this text 
horizontally aligned 
to radio buttons to 
their left.

Contrast.

Universal button background color change also 
applies to these radio buttons.

Structure; visual aesthetics.

Moved this “Proceed to Query Builder” button into the 
box above, added a divider between the button, added 
space around the button, removed text underline, and  
aligned the button to the left of the radio buttons 
above. The reason for these changes is that the 
button belongs to the same functional group with 
controls inside the box. 
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CADRE GATEWAY
Query Builder > Build Query
https://cadre.iu.edu/gateway/query-builder/build-query Contrast.

See note         in the 
last page.

Structure; Visual 
aesthetics; 
readability.

Universal <h3> 
style change also 
applies to this.

The universal 
button background 
color also applies to 
controls marked 
with         as 
highlight/selected 
state color. 
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CADRE GATEWAY
Gateway > Not-Logged-In Page

CADRE GATEWAY
Other Universal Changes (Gateway-only)

https://cadre.iu.edu/gateway/profile

UX copywriting.

Added information 
about choosing the 
correct option 
when logging in.

Other universal accessibility changes include: 

    Color of the focus indicator is changed to improve its contrast ratio.

    Fixed controls/objects that are missing attributes.

    Fixed controls, such as custom buttons, that are not programmatically associated with their group labels.
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